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So you’re all on board with open science 

It is unambiguously good for progressing knowledge and building trust in science 
(at a time in history when the public has few institutions left to trust)

So now you want to act on this? 

“How do I incorporate open science practices into my workflow?”



It’s not all or nothing.

Any little step you make in the direction of open science is progress
Building new habits is hard (and so is doing science)

How dare you 
eat honey! A leather belt? 

MURDERER!

Amateur! You 
didn’t use 
docker? You use Matlab? 

You must HATE 
SCIENCE!

Don’t be intimidated by hard-liners; Make progress little by little, the best you can

“I want to reduce suffering of animals” “I want to do open science”



What are we trying to do
“If others cannot easily reproduce exactly what you’ve done, then you are not 
contributing science, you are advertising it.”

https://reproducibleresearch.net/

~Donohoe
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Level 0
You fully describe exactly what you’ve done


Your description is so clear that any scientist in your field could unambiguously 
reproduce your results


The only option for GUIs but it is very hard to, in words, fully and unambiguously 
describe even simple analyses

“I loaded data, then pushed the green button and then the red button twice”



Level 1
You provide code that reproduces all of your results.


Complex, multistep analyses are described unambiguously and can be 
reproduced exactly.

greenButton.push()
redButton.push()

dataset1.load

figure.export
redButton.push() Any code is better 

than none



Levelling Up Your Code’s Availability

“Code and data available from the authors on request”

“See supplementary file: MyCode.zip”

“Code available on GitHub”



Levelling Up Your Code’s Reproducibility

“Code available on GitHub”

Tag a release, e.g., v1.0 
and mention it in paper 
(we trust you not to 
modify)

But what if code changes after publication?

Code should evolve, but it’s important to snapshot the 
version that was used for a paper

Give your code a 
DOI on (e.g.) 

Zenodo



Levelling Up Your Code’s Reproducibility

What if software changes? 
“It worked a few years ago on some combination of older software”

https://www.docker.com/

Set up the full 
environment

Fully describe all relevant 
software, packages, and 

dependencies (+ Operating 
System/hardware?)

“Code available on GitHub”



Levelling Up Your Code’s Reproducibility

Paid software with proprietary algorithms are a barrier to reproducibility

“You should join 
a richer Uni”

$$$

Pay to run code
Proprietary algorithms 

cannot be tested

Free to run code
Open algorithms

“Everything good in 
life is free”

“Code available on GitHub”



Levelling Up Your Code’s Clarity

Coding for research can be a messy beast as you chase down leads, go 
down dead ends, etc. (compounded by insufficient training in coding)

No use for reproducibility if code is shared but not clearly documented

Give clear instructions of how to reproduce (e.g., in the README.md)

Does it pass the person-next-to-me-at-a-conference test?
A go-to rule:



https://github.com/benfulcher/mouseGradients



https://github.com/benfulcher/GSEA_FalsePositives



Practices across a Project’s Lifespan
The goal of producing a reproducible paper is easier if you work reproducibly 
across a project’s lifespan

The scientific process if often a creative one and can have a messy trajectory:

newFunction.py

myCode.py
myCode_v1.py

<manually 
update 
dataset>

myCode_latest_v2_tweaked.py

This mindset forces you to work to a much higher standard and pushes your 
science forward



Practices across a Project’s Lifespan
The final goal of producing a reproducible paper is easier if you work 
reproducibly across a project’s lifespan

Electronic notebook

Dated entries
Important outputs with code to reproduce

synchronized: throughout your project, all outputs can be reproduced by returning to past snapshots of your code

Code repository with version control



Scientific Process and Outputs Complete Description of Underlying Methods



Sharing Data

There are many general and specific scientific data repositories you can use:

(most give you a DOI so others can cite your dataset)

Unsure whether there’s 
a specific data repo?:



Datasets Slide decks

Can track statistics

https://figshare.com/articles/1000_Empirical_Time_series/5436136 https://figshare.com/articles/CIBF_ECR_Retreat_August_2019/9685415



https://bmhlab.github.io/DiCER_results/

https://github.com/BMHLab/DiCER



Good Formats

https://www.incf.org/resources/sbps

What if everyone shares 
their data but it is poorly 
annotated or inconsistently 
formatted?

Is your field in need of standards?:



“Watch me science 
in real time!”

Open repo

Open notebook

Open paper

Post-ego 
science

Sharing Your Science
No use making your work reproducible if it’s not available in the first place…!

Closed access 
only

Preprint (before/
at submission/

publication) 
[updated at 
publication]

Open access 
publication



Sharing Your Science
No use making your work reproducible if it’s not available in the first place…!



https://f1000research.com/

Sharing Your Science
You can also bypass the for-profit journal system altogether

https://nbdt.scholasticahq.com/

Overlay journals: community run with open peer-review, 
and either free or near-free (~$20)

(we are not post-ego yet): Check your uni acknowledges 
these journals (e.g., some may not be Scopus indexed)



Summary

ben.fulcher@sydney.edu.au 
@bendfulcher
benfulcher

www.benfulcher.com

Open research practices are 
unambiguously good for science 
and usually also good for your 
career (e.g., more exposure, 
greater impact)


It can be hard to change habits, 
and there is a learning curve (esp. 
for non-computational scientists) 
but go at your own pace, support 
others, and we’ll incrementally 
build a better science


